
  
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

         Here in the eyes of the most romantic: 

                        Written by- Kieran Fordham  
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 Fade in 
 

Ext School- Day 

Int School- Same 

 

Narrator: What you are about to see is something so dark, 

Something so twisted something that takes a little while to get 

your head around something action packed is you ready!  

 

N: Get ready for a story that's powerful, strong and will make 

you think :) 

 

 

We start in a pub but it is no ordinary pub this is a boys night 

out it is a party and they are downing it pretty fast they are 

picking up a pint and getting ready to drink yet another one  

 

      Ricky: 
      I love her 

  

The most beautiful girl appears right in front of him  

 

Shes looks at him and eyes him up  

 

         Jack: 
But I'm more in love with her then you could ever be 

 

The girls look at them and eye them top to toe 

 

       Elliott 
Bullshit 

 



  
  
 

He pulls out his tongue and creates a raspberry noise with it  

 

The girls begin like they had just came in 

 

Eliza enters 

 

    Eliza:  
Hiya!!! 

 

She says in a high pitched for everyone to repeat 

They all repeat 

 

Int:  College playing field  

Ext: Same  

 

Enter in: Sam, Strawberry faced toby  

 

        Sam: 

I challenge you all to a race to see who can get the girls 

 

The girls chuckle in the background  

 

Being fully aware of the competition he takes centre stage 

 

The girls also get centre stage to try and distract them  

 

Jackie- The incredibly chatty individual enters  

 

Action: Also  gets ready to fall to try to trick the boys into 

thinking she needs assistance or help  

 

       Jackie 
On your marks get ready GO!!!!!! 

 

Action: They go, and after that it becomes pretty competitive 

 

They collide with each other in the intention of making one 

person lose 

 



  
  
 

      Jackie:  
You can do it strawberry 

 

             Narrator: 
 Simon blows her a kiss and stumbles as he does his trousers 

fall down as the boys gave him a wedge  

 

Jackie who was very found of Strawberry ran over to him and 

asked if he was ok, seemingly putting a halt to the race after 

being tricked by one of his friends,  

 

Action: They kissed  

 

Jackie: Are you sure you are going to be ok babe  

 

Simon: 

I'll be ok :)  

 

He winked at her and got up kissed her on the lips as she 

blushed  

 

         Narrator: 

 He continued to run but as he did his friends had other ideas  

 

           Jackie, Sophia- 
Who didn't say very much warned Simon the strawberry-because of 

his strawberry like face of something  

 

 

          Jackie:  
You're heading off in the wrong direction baby  

 

        Narrator: 

 It was a trap he was heading off in the direction of what he 

thought was correct, he didn't hear anyone warning him and he 

fell  

 

          Narrator: 



  
  
 

 As he did he went off the beaten track, being what looked to 

them to be live bait and knew then he was in instant trouble  

They moved quickly 

 

Action: They laughed  

 

Narrator: 

 Jackie now clearly worried beckoned help over to him and 

started weeping a lot  

 

 

       Jackie: 
(Sniveling by this point) 

 Sniveling: Illl( Struggling to say the words) Illl ggggett 

youuu oouut 

 

          Narrator: 

 To give you some sort of overview Simon, was incredibly witty, 

funny clever however, when it came to looking where he was going 

he found this difficult and cried because of this being 22  

 

         Narrator: 

 Another powerful insight to give is that even before this race 

Jackie and Strawberry Simon had been dating and always been 

trying to wow each other over  

 

Action: Simon fell even further done losing grip and soon losing 

sight of freedom which lie at the top with his girlfriend and 

friends- still laughing  

 

N: They had all come from a wealthy background everyone besides 

Jackie and Simon, they were normal middle class citizens, going 

about their daily lives together  

 

N: They had tried for a baby but failed first time around, and 

miscarried 

 

       Jackie: 
 Don't worry baby i'll save you!  



  
  
 

 

N: To make matters more difficult he had a very rare disorder 

which disallowed him to be without someone for sometime-Simon we 

are talking about and was constantly bullied due to this so it 

was imperative that they acted fast to find him  

 

Action: Jackie waves her arms around and runs around requesting 

help wherever she could find it  

 

        Narrator: 

 

 She bumps into a crowd of people mowing the lawn, whilst down 

under Strawberry Sam, starts to feel the full force of his 

condition, Jackie must act fast to make sure that he is not down 

therefore too long  

 

Jackie:  
( Literally shaking by this point) 

Shit  

 

N: The race was halted for quite a long time after, as snow 

flakes began to fall, and the wind was very much unpredictable  

 

   Jackie: 
   (Still shaking and moving around frantically trying to think 

of something she could do)  

Shit 

 

Action: She gets down on one knee and pleads for help from the 

grass cutters, and soon notices that their not grasscutters 

their two boys that she had seen before 

 

     Strawberry simon:  

Feeling a pain in the pit of his stomach and rapidly growing- 

Starts to feel tears falling  

 

   Strawberry simon: 
 Ahhhhh ohhh  

 



  
  
 

          Narrator: 

 It was so silent that it became very distant and hard to hear 

him straight away  

 

         Narrator: 

 The other boys had been pretty much been rooted their for 

sometime laughing their heads off  

 

Jackie feeling the strain from loosing her close friend and 

boyfriend ran over and started to attack the boys in a state of 

rage 

 

         Narrator: 

She was knocked to the ground pretty fast as the rain was 

pouring and the weather was very much now clear as day  

 

Narrator:  
She lay there for around ½ hour dripping with blood until 

someone found her and this time they were genuine until  

 

         Jackie:  
Ohhh as she tried to turn all she could feel was her knee 

attempting to get up but giving in at every try  

 

             Narrator:  
As time passed very much not on her side it became clear that 

the person standing over was the only person to help her  

 

     Doctor spouringworth: 
(Gesturing for him to turn over)  

If you turn around for me  

 

N: As the doctor was trying to mend the broken bones of Jackie 

it was nothing to how strawberry sam was feeling it was 

suffocating him the feeling of knowing no one was there for him 

and that was only the beginning he was going to pretty much 

starve done there 

 

    Strawberry Sam:  



  
  
 

Ahhh!!!!!! Help! 

 

Jackie couldn't move she was paralyzed so who would come and 

save him? 

 

Action: She gets out her phone with urgency knowing he is done 

there all alone and didn't want him to be alone for any longer 

 

         Narrator 
 He was so deeply in love with each other that it was really 

tough not to be without each other, and here heart was with him 

100%. She knew that if we was left for any more time that he 

would develop further problems  

 

     Sophia:  
I’m going to help you babe 

 

      Narrator: 

Its like Sophia read her mind  

 

        Narrator  
She had just come from being elsewhere for quite a period of 

time  

 

      Sophia:  
Sorry for taking so long baby, I had to see when their 

rescheduling the run 

 

Action: She notices that something is clearly troubling our 

young Jackie, helps her up and hugs her immediately after 

noticing that she doesn't quite look herself  

 

      Jackie: 

(Sobbing)  

i've lost him she tries to say whilst sobbing waving her hand  

 

        Sophia: 
 Lost whom, wiping them away from her face 

 



  
  
 

           Jackie: 

 My baby boy going into a lot of detail my precious my one true 

love, my love my one and only the crying muffled out her voice 

making it a little difficult to hear her 

 

         Sophia: 

 Would you mind repeating that beautiful, pushing her hair away 

from her face and wiping away from tears 

 

Jackie: 

 My boyfriend my beautiful boyfriend is gone because the boys he 

was racing against decided to lure him in the wrong direction  

 

         Sophia: 

 Don't you worry my beautiful we shall get our own back!  

 

          Narrator: 

 They composed a plan to get him out and get their own back, 

girl power 

 

       Jackie: 

This is how we will do it, A: pulling out a big sheet of paper 

from her book that she kept in this big magical looking 

underground store of hers  

           Narrator: 

There was a button that allowed her to do this but she 

deliberately didn't tell her- There was something that she was 

keeping from Jackie  

 

Sophia: 

 Babe would you mind coming over her for just a second  

 

Jackie: 

 Sure still crying in massive amounts was in for quite the 

surprise she was just about to sit on the loudest and not just 

the one whoopie cushion as she sat down but many 

 

Narrator: 



  
  
 

 Sophia laughed laughing her fucking ass of( abvierated as 

lmfao) 

 

      Narrator: 
Sophia feel to the floor as did Jackie did  

 

  

 

It was definitely one of them snapchat moments, They got out 

their phones and took a picture of this with immediate effect, 

Taking a few of their own as well  

 

Narrator(Contin’d): 

 It was designed to take her mind of things whilst they were 

conjuring up a plan to get one ahead of the boys that planned 

this- It definitely took her mind of things! 

 

     Jackie: 

(Crying with laughter) 

Im dying literally  

   

      Sophia: 

I thought this would get yer  

 

Narrator: 

 However when snaps showed Strawberry Simon she very quickly 

remembered him 

 

Sophia: 

(Showing her the plan with a stick that she found) 

 This is what we are going to do A: She showed a very detailed 

plan a plan that only she could come up with a plan to get them 

on the side of them and then trick them 

MEANWHILE 

 

Strawberry Simon:  

(He was sobbing by this point with a need for help urgently) 

  

  



  
  
 

  

 

Narrator: 

  

Whilst this was taking place Strawberry simon was slowly dying 

and something else was soon to take place this something was to 

be massive 

 

MEANWHILE 

 

Strawberry Simon:  

(He was sobbing by this point with a need for help urgently) 

  

Slowly falling into the mud-Ahhhh someone help NOOOOO sobbing by 

this point 

 

        Narrator: 

He was so scared for his life that he couldn't call any louder 

if he tried he needed Jackie urgently or he was going to die and 

that was going to be a hard moment for all involved  

 

       Narrator:  
But just before they can do this the scene switches back to the 

dream that Strawberry Sam is having  

 

Int: Jackie's bedroom  

Ext: Jackie's bedroom  

 

Jackie slowly arises as Strawberry Sam lets out a massive scream 

to suggest something is wrong very wrong 

 

      Jackie: 
     ( Slowly caressing Strawberry Sam’s face) 

Morning baby, whats up you can tell me anything you know that  

 

      Strawberry Sam: 

     ( Trying to get the words out but failing) 

IIII thiiiiinnnkkkk Iiiii jussstttt haadddddd aaa 

nnnniigggghtttmaaarree 



  
  
 

 

     Jackie: 

   ( Trying to calm him down) 
Its allright, you can tell him take your time sexy, what do we 

need to do? Tell me!  

 

     Strawberry Sam: 

     ( Listening to the words of Jackie, and trying to calm 

himself down) 

Immm nnotttt toooo surrreeeeee, buuuuttttt IIIII knnnoowww 

sooomeettthiiinngggg fffooooorrrrrrr surrrreee IIIIIII needddd 

tooooooo fiiinnniiissshhh thhhiissss drreeeeeaaammmm oorrrrr 

iiiiilll neeevvveerrrr beee cooomppleetteee eevveeerrrr 

 

        Jackie: 
        ( Trying to understand) 

What dream is this baby? 

 

       Strawberry Sam: 
      ( Fully relaxed and looking Jackie in the eye by this 

point)  

I can't tell you you wouldn't believe me if I did 

 

         Jackie: 
        ( Totally confused by this point) 

Why can't you tell me gorg? 

 

     Narrator: 
He leaves her in the lurch kisses her and starts running down 

the stairs getting ready for work 

 

        Jackie: 
Where you going come back tell me tell me I love you I can keep 

things secret I promise 

 

          Narrator: 

 

She rushes downstairs along with her hands open wide suggesting 

that she is after a hug no matter what  



  
  
 

 

          Narrator: 

After she rushes downstairs she notices he’s gone but how so 

quickly until.... 

 

 

          Jackie: 

    (Crying once more as through to suggest she might be 
reliving her dream she just had) 

 

Where have you gone? This time 

 

      Narrator: 

She looks up to the ceiling  

 

       Narrator: 

And starts to scream, but has something behind her back a pill 

which she then takes to calm her nerves 

 

         Narrator: 
She keeps a bottle in her back pocket but it is very important 

that in order to keep these to a minimum that she finds her 

soulmate Strawberry Sam  

 

      Jackie: 
     (Becoming a tad bit weary right about now) 
Fuck me, I need to find him because taking these fuck me 

straight up every time  

 

     Strawberry Sam:  
     ( feeling a little put out and feel a little on edge)  

Hang on a second where she gone where am I where the fuck am I  

 

          Narrator:  

It felt somewhat unreal at first but the more he got a feel as 

to where he was the more nervous, and on edge he got and the 

more he tried to escape  

 

          Strawberry Sam: 



  
  
 

Fuck ut oh not again let me out help let me out please 

 

       Narrator: 
His calls were not being heard it was like he was not there his 

long distance calls where being muffled out to add to his 

heartache and to try to get one step closer back to his 

girlfriend  

 

MEANWHILE: 

 

Jackie tries to re-trace the possible steps in a desperate bid 

to find him as she runs around trying to find something that she 

can help herself go forward further she struggles and then she 

finds herself in a needy situation of her one her one house 

starts to flood, from a mysterious source but where is coming 

from she has to find a way out quick can she? 

 

She tries to get to the phone but it is so far away will she get 

in time and leave her house to continue the search? 

 

       Jackie:  
       ( searches around for her phone but her phone slowly 

sinks away) 

Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! What are you doing? Come back here  

 

It begins to ring and she is nowhere near it to answer it 

 

It begins to look incredibly bleak for an exit  

 

However…. 

 

At a time when she needs help most it is there by the help of 

one her dearest friends  

But fate has another idea 

 

 

 

          Jackie: 



  
  
 

         ( Crying uncontrollably shaking and breaking down very 

quickly and turning to pills for help but is stopped and angry 

all at the same time) 

        Ellie, get your ass over here and help me please 

pleasssee( loosing control) 

 

       Ellie: 
(trying in every desperate not to lose sight of her friend) 

I'm coming for you baby  

 

The lights begin to fade and it becomes slowly darker and more 

scarer it's against literally to save her help is on the way 

from a close neighbour but will it be on time  

 

Here whole house by this point is going up 

 

Even ellie is now trapped by the shear amount of water that is 

present they are drowning  

 

Fire engines are like an hour away  

 

     Ellie: 
   We have to do something that is going to help babe  

 

Then venture a little closer to each other at one minute but 

next hope is quickly becoming a bigger problem than first 

thought they become lost and can only keep their head above 

water for a short period longer but for how long no one knows? 

 

 

Sirens can be heard but the cause is still unknown  

 

They come rushing in to find a shocking discovery  

 

         Ellie: 
Im sorry  

 

But just before they can fully go down under and be in trouble 

the fire fighters make it in time and collect her 



  
  
 

 

Life saving music- By this point  

 

        Firefighters-N1: 

Your safe now your safe  

 

      Ellie 
( Worried and anxious) 

My friend isn't through is fucking she 

 

    Firefighters- N2: 
Don't worry we shall find and we shall try and save her life  

 

Luckily she was so close to drowning but she was able to make it 

through but this didn't stop a hospital visit however through  

 

The next moment she was talking and the next moment she wasn't 

it was life or death,  

 

Elsewhere 

 

Strawberry Sam attempts further to battle his way out of the bag 

he is in he can only find limited life lines plus very small 

holes to breath through it was truly something else for him he 

was in trouble if he couldn't find a way out soon he was soon 

going to feel the effects of his condition and the one he loved 

and his dream couldn't be quite complete 

 

He punched and try to find aids to help him  

 

Again there was something nearby  

 

      Strawberry Sam: 
      (Losing his breath struggling to speak) 

Aha ha you think(Catching breath) that you could(Catching 

breath) get me  

 

He gets up and gets hold of a knife and a note that comes from 

his back pocket 



  
  
 

 

He takes the knife and rips open the bag only to find that he 

has bigger troubles than he first anticipates happening  

 

He is in a truck dark cold and alone but how he got there is a 

complete mystery whos driving is a complete mystery also  

 

To add to all of the mystery someone comes and tackles him to 

the ground  

 

 

Whilst  

 

In the hospital bed…… 

 

Lie awake a thirsty, needy, shaken, bloody Jackie  

 

        Doctor Sproungworth: 
 Jackie, Jackie, can you hear me! 

 

Her eyes begin to open 

 

Here second eye begins to slowly open as well 

 

      Doctor sproungworth: 
I'm glad you're awake, you don't know how much I have been 

worrying about you 

 

In a state of confusion  

 

She punches him  

 

        Jackie: 
        (Panting and breathing really slow) 

Its you its really you 

 

    Doctor spouringworth takes his time to get up and controls 

his urge to fit back but somebody does not and she is fearing 



  
  
 

for her life quite literally expect many more hospital visits to 

come  

 

             Jackie: 
             (Backing away) 

You get the fuck away from me I am with someone else know how 

fucking dare you  

 

Here new boyfriend returns, a revengeful, spiteful, hurt 

character moves forward its her ex  

 

 

Concurrently, 

 

Strawberry Sam has found his way out but he is bloodied and very 

severely 

 

He fights and fights ferociously but his attacker a guy named 

Guy, is determined to put him a coma  

 

He takes out his knife and starts attacking like he had before 

but it is so dark and he ventures so much more closer he is 

determined to put him a coma and this was not going to any 

easier now that he had a gun  

 

He shot but missed he saw flashbacks mental images he was 

breaking down  

 

He falls  

 

But still has the willpower, he does it for the likes of his 

girlfriend Jackie  

 

            Jackie:  
I'm here for you  

 

          Strawberry simon: 
Then where are you when I need you 

 



  
  
 

Just at that moment it became known that he had an idea that he 

never would of come up with before, he held her hand and they 

pray together as they moved forward the knife fight really begun 

with several flicks I had the feeling it was going to be deadly  

 

But Strawberry Simon fought on and literally had him begging for 

his life  

 

           Strawberry Simon: 
Die you motherfucker! 

 

       Guy: 
Go to hell, you rotten fucker  

 

He was playing hard to get by until the door opened it was 

getting super deadly now, cars where there, Jackie was still 

there holding his hand,  

 

 

      Strawberry Simon: 
Don't let go I need you I can't live without you 

 

He knew she was there but she was there with him for real what 

was going to happen if she left he would be alone  

 

 Guy stabs him right at the wrong moment  

 

Jackie just can't hold back her tears 

 

He tries to hold back his tears as well but before he could he 

receives another fatal blow 

 

And to make it even more complicated Jackie disappears 

 

        Strawberry Sam: 
       ( Struggling to get up by now) 

Where have you gone WHERE HAVE YOU FUCKING GONE, Jacks  

 

There was no response  



  
  
 

 

     Guy: 
    (breathing very heavily) 

What you going to do now 

 

Before he can think of doing anything, Strawberry Sam springs 

into action and punches him several times the door of the van 

opens through a little crack that Strawberry Sam makes very 

noticeable but what could he be possibly be thinking of doing? 

 

 

Simultionalsy……. 

 

All hell is breaking loose in the hospital 

 

Jackie is defending herself against this imposter of a boyfriend  

 

                Jackie: 
Who the fuck are you stay back, Im with someone else now  

 

               Ed: 
              (Attempting to kiss her hand) 

Dont you remember me baby 

 

Jackie by this point was still not believing him and was still 

defending herself by attacking him punching him in the face etc 

she just was not getting it  

 

            Jackie: 
I fucking do not I thought you had long gone  

 

 

          Ed: 
         ( Failing to get up by this point) 

I have something to show you if you promise not to knock me down 

 

Jackie backed down but for how long remained unknown  

 



  
  
 

Jackie remained quit however she still had one fist up in the 

air ready to aim if she had to  

 

Ed gets ready to show her a card it shows a message that she 

weren't expecting to see it was something truly quite moving  

 

She was lost for words truly her face mirrored this  

 

         Jackie:  
         ( Having trouble trying to digest what she had just 

seen) 

What is this????  

 

She had a letter in her hand which showed a picture of her when 

she was with him in there earlier years  

 

He gets out a wedding ring and tries to propose to her but then 

tries to pull out a gun to her head tricking her  

 

END OF ACT ONE  

 

 

 

ACT 2: It’s trouble mixed in with something else 

With the gun just about to shot, we see Jackie in the hospital 

looking totally helpless and shocked all at the same time  

  

           Jackie 

(In total shock over what is happening right about now) 

What the fuck do you think you are doing, You think you can 

waltz in here and show me this and then change??? Just like that  

 

Here look showed one of complete urgency and one to show that 

you must explain yourself before I let you back in my arms, she 

was waiting with patience but the patience wasn't going to be 

there forever 

 

           Jackie: 
           ( The scene becomes more tense)  



  
  
 

I am waiting asshole! 

 

         Ed: 
        (Remained silent)  
 

There was now 2 off them he very quickly transformed during that 

time that he was trying to figure out what he was going to say  

 

Pretty dark times where now playing out  

 

She was even more trouble than she care to think  

 

The darkest of storms was brewing outside,  

It was deadly! 

 

In the intervening period of time: 

 

Jackie had gone from the thoughts of Strawberry Sam,  

 

       Strawberry Sam:  
       ( Whimpering even more now) 

Dooonnntt goooo……………… 

 

      The scene goes black for a couple of seconds  

 

With flashbacks….. 

 

 

He remembers that time when they first meet  

 

But now that this is not the case he has to fend for himself  

 

This could be a lot harder than first seems 

 

He summons every bit of energy he has got and tries to stand  

 

But fails  

 

        Strawberry Sam:  



  
  
 

        ( Looking over at guy for a bit of support and feeling 

more determined than ever to bring him down) 

Youuu wont get away with this( With blood dripping from his 

mouth) I might not having my fucking boyfriend i mean girlfriend 

here but your type will never win positive amazing guys like 

myself will always win  

 

But then he went into a meltdown his eye closed everything just 

shut down  

 

Elsewhere 

 

Jade is still trying to brave of what could the most difficult 

moment for her- She takes another one of her pills in her 

backpocket only to be stopped by someone who cares and 

ultimately saves her life 

 

         Jackie: 
         ( Trying to fend off a gun to her head and a strong 
storm making itself well known by this time) 

What is going on I cant hold on….. What are you doing Im in love  

 

The gun shot its first bullet as it was pushed against her head  

 

She looked up and could see a strong ray of light hoping it was 

help  

 

It would seem that dreams do come true 

 

The second shot fired 

 

It had to come fast  

 

     Jackie: 
Hurry up!!! You dickhead  

 

Seconds remained and the 3rd shot fired 

 

The hospital was evacuated 



  
  
 

 

All you could was colours which were constantly changing some of 

these being red  

 

The doctors where not going to stop until they saw to what was 

going on  

 

The sky grew a darker shade of black  

 

Jackie tries time and time again to get to the light  

 

She sees Strawberry Sam  

 

         Jackie:  
Take my hand please please please  

 

This was same thing that was being done for Strawberry Sam, They 

were made for each other and they couldn't have each other  

 

Jackie’s heart broke  

 

           Ed: 
NO, Youre mine do you UNDERSTAND 

 

He gathers all his forces and stops her from making advancements 

towards Strawberry Sam  

 

He pulls down everything possible to get her to stay in that one 

place  

 

He ties her down  

 

Even burns her  

 

And covers her mouth  

 

Bricks are falling by this point  

 

 



  
  
 

Meanwhile  

 

Strawberry Sam is on a lorry wheel fighting for life his head 

banging against the tarmac he tries to kick guy in the face but 

then he turns on him and straps his legs to the lorry with cars 

going past completely not on his side and starts firing big time  

 

Terrified by this point  

 

     Strawberry Sam: 
I’m sorry, I am but you know what you are such an asshole  

 

Before he could finish the sentence  

He was interrupted 

 

     Guy: 
SHUT UP!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

He feel almost silent but didnt stop trying to protect himself  

 

He had more guys  

 

He was being drugged up as he being brought back  

 

FLASHBACK  

 

She remembers the time when the very first ring was given it was 

given in the form of a sweet  

 

It was the cutest moment ever  

 

He really wants to relive that memory  

 

And THEN…  

 

His memory is shot lived when Guy puts a flame on him and leaves 

him and closes the door  

 

           Strawberry Sam:  



  
  
 

           ( Dieing for help by this point) 

What the fuck are you doing what’s this 

 

His head was rubbing against the wheel of the lorry he had to 

find help the tar was digging into his head  

 

He was left to fend for himself until somebody came to his 

assistance  

 

Until somebody in a black car came along in a mask  

 

Was he hear to help  

 

Or was he to cause more pain to him  

 

 

It remained steadily unclear 

 

      Strawberry Sam: 

 

Who the fuck are you  

 

 

Meanwhile: 

 

Back at the hospital bricks are falling at a alarming rate it is 

becoming worrying for all concerned some damargening after 

effects are taking place so much so the police have got involved 

 

             Jackie:  

You actually think in your right mind I would go out with you 

seriously you prick! 

 

        Ed: 
        (Pouring something on to her skin) 
Do as you are told, You love me say it and say it 

NOWOOOOWWWW!!!! 

 

 



  
  
 

       Jackie: 
       (Trying to shake him off) 
 Ahhhh, Ahhh, Never! You loser, when did you ever think in your 

right mind I ever loved you tell me!!! 

  

 

           Ed: 
( Pouring it even more onto her skin) 
 

Ill shall never answer, You'll never get me to answer you bitch  

 

To prevent her saying any more he puts several pills he collects 

from her and stuffs them in her mouth so that he can continue 

successfully  

 

But how long is she out cold for? 

 

 

END OF ACT 2: 

 

 

ACT 3: The fight of all fights to the end  

 

When you get to that part when you really don't know what to say 

it is all too much you feel like crying quite literally lets 

join them and see how they get themselves out of this mess or 

whether it will take more than 1 plan that is needed, We rejoin 

Strawberry Sam who has got himself in a bit of a pickle it's 

make or break 

 

               Strawberry Sam: 
              ( Attempting to break the glass with a hammer he 

managed to get from the road with his fingertips) 

Oi, you help me! Can't you see I am in trouble, Come on I am 

dying here 

 

              Narrator: 

If you are wondering who he is talking to it is the person we 

meet earlier on, He doesn't budge he remains under his hat and 



  
  
 

tranpulls all over him instead and opens the door, Another 

person comes by in his car but none of them help, The wind that 

has blown has caused him to lose his footing on the truck and 

now he is minutes away from being killed will anyone save him? 

 

          Strawberry Sam:  
          (Looking up and trying to regain footing fast) 

Where is my fucking hot girlfriend? 

 

        Narrator: 
She had troubles of her own as we are just about to find out, it 

came to a point where the lorry was just about to go over to the 

edge, when a voice echoed sounding like Jackies, “ Strawberry 

Sam where are you” 

 

           Narrator: 
They had a call if they were ever in trouble, it went a little 

like this “Strawberry Sam, Where are you you know there will 

never be a point where I don't love you, Our love is truly 

magical it is something unique and I love you I love you thanks 

for being there for me thanks for being there for me” They had 

agreed this to earlier on and really liked it, Let's get back to 

Strawberry 

 

He moved up towards his legs he couldn't reach but you got to 

love how he never gave up! He had about lets say 20 seconds to 

make it off the lorry, No one else was on board  

 

Concurrently  

 

Jackie could not shake Ed as she was minutes from death’s door 

it would seem  

 

       Ed: 
      (Touching Jackie's face and giving her the sloppiest kiss) 
You see there is no way that you could get away it your going to 

suffer like I did  

 

          Narrator: 



  
  
 

He edges closer and closer and sets the whole of the place on 

fire running away at the last minute and leaving to slowly die 

away  

 

It remained silent  

 

But all for one person got up in the nick of time it would be 

quite the life saver  

 

Ed returned to do one last thing, He injected her with a very 

strong dose of a strong medicine nicknamed the medicine that's 

going to kill my former girlfriend- Jackie!  

 

             Ed:  
            ( Looking very satisfied grinned and laughed) 

You see im more powerful than you  

 

Revenge shall be mine  

 

And there will be no way for you to get help because you won't 

be able to ask for it ha ha ha ha ha this is what you get for 

hurting me you shouldn't of done you lying bitch, you whore, 

slut  

 

              Narrator: 
The doctor got up once more and tried to go across but he saw 

him or at least he thought he heard him or saw him so it was 

only a matter of time  

 

 

          Ed: 
          (Searching frantically as the whole hospital is a 
blaze) 

I know you are here and I am going to find you there is no 

fucking way you are going to win I killed her and there is no 

remedy SHIT! 

 

          Narrator: 
He stands up and confronts the killer  



  
  
 

 

 

          Doctor spinach: 
You know what you are horrible, I am going to get you she didn't 

deserve what do you not understand about that huh huh  

 

 

Narrator: 

He pushes him, carelessly as he falls his coat catches fire  

 

           Ed: 
You tell me what have you seen in here WHAT HAVE YOU FUCKING 

SEEN IN HERE, why shouldn't I attack you too in fact don't 

answer  

 

                Narrator: 
He stills has the same syringe he takes it and without hearing 

another word attempts to inject it into him  

 

He runs he slips  

 

And as the syringe falls it gets injected into the arms of the 

doctor he fights back and now with the injection in his arms he 

turns and tries to inject it into the arms of Ed but fails and 

to make matter even more complex ed runs off and leaves him to 

now that she knows he has no more people to compete with he runs 

a million miles down the steps ALMOST trips himself but gets out 

in time, and watches the whole place go up in flames  

 

All emergency services attend once more…. But is it too late 

 

 

               Jackie:  
               (Re-awoken by this point) 

Where am I(Shaken) Where am I?  

 

 

              Narrator: 
She nears a window and jumps noticing fire….  



  
  
 

  

 

 

Part 1 out of 2  

Second part to be confirmed in due course  

 

Fade out  

Black out  

END 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  



  
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 



  
  
 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


